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An engaging non-fiction read that weaves
storytelling and research. Adam Grant, an
organizational psychologist, is an expert on opening
people’s minds. He challenges the reader to be
curious, rethink and unlearn beliefs and views that
no longer serve us in this rapidly changing world.
This book has many take-aways for individual
rethinking, interpersonal rethinking and collective
rethinking and concludes with a ‘Actions for Impact’
section with thirty practical takeaways.

Our Thoughts?

● The Power of Listening…..I loved how he emphasized the
importance of really listening to each other, particularly
people that have alternative viewpoints. I think we get so caught up in our own ideas that
this is a skill that is very difficult to practice, but it could be powerful in building
understanding and caring relationships.

● Linking to this, I think his research around disagreeable people (p. 83) and the concept
of creating psychological safety is also very important. I think we do often bite our
tongues out of fear of being dismissed, yet I think when we can create environments
where differing opinions are valued and encouraged, it creates richer conversations and
better problem solving.

● I liked how he encouraged us to not rest on best practices, but constantly be
re-evaluating what we do….process accountability. I think in teaching we can easily get
locked into “what we did before” and struggle to find the time and energy to re-think and
re-evaluate why we do something…..it was interesting to read that this process, though it
takes an investment of energy, leads typically to more effective outcomes.

● The main part that I struggled with was the beginning, where he emphasizes the use of
scientific frame of mind. I found this section put too much emphasis on rationale thought
and not enough integration with our intuition and right-sided brain.



● An instructional strategy:
○ Red Teaming - attack the idea (not the people) interrogating the idea and/or

thought; having students understand that your ideas are not your identity. When
exploring ideas, recognizing the importance of what additional things need to be
considered.

○ A powerful lesson for students as they travel through the ‘Learning Something
New Timeline’ (p. 74); If we choose to express our opinions out loud, it is our
responsibility to ground them in logic and facts. Additionally, be prepared to pivot
our thinking and beliefs as better evidence emerges.

Book Club Discussion Guide:
https://www.adamgrant.net/wp-content/uploads/2021/03/ThinkAgainDiscussionGuide.pd
f
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